Errata in FROM BACTERIA TO BACH AND BACK, as of April 12, 2017:

1. Accent on p13 (è fatta)
--thanks, Doug Hofstadter

2. p39, Jack Michael, not Lou Michaels and in index 465
--thanks, Arthur Falk, email 2/24/17

3. page 141 in caption on Figure 7.1. There "differences" is written with only one "f".
--thanks, David Strohmeier. 2/25/17

4. Fermilab, not Fermi Lab on p95 and index 458,
--thanks, Thomas Frikker, 2/14/17

5. missing word, “men” on p329
--thanks, Paul Oppenheim 2/2/17

6. On page 153, fn 39, delete the parenthetical statement in this sentence: An interpreted language in effect compiles each instruction as soon as it is composed (sometimes called “just-in-time compiling”).
--thanks, Allan Schiffman 3.1.17

--thanks, Mattijs Glas.

--thanks, Enoch Lambert

9. p191 delete the left parenthesis before “We”
--thanks, Justin Zazlavsky

--thanks, Mattijs Glas

11. p13. Corriere della Sera (not Serra)
--thanks, Maurizio Bardelli